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Abstract 

Dance Work / Work Dance is an accumulative practice-based research into the 

becoming of dance in the art gallery. In collaboration with nine professional dancers, four 

art galleries and the non-profit arts platform Haunt, Emmalena Fredriksson experiments 

with modes of visual art as an entry-point for making and presenting dance. As a 

working method the group appropriates visual arts language, styles and viewing 

structures to undo dance. This ‘undoing’ creates a starting point for discourse and 

discovery as it invites alternative perspectives of dance as an art form, the act of 

performing and the gallery/exhibition space, for both dancer and viewer. Following one 

studio showing, two group exhibitions and one art gallery residency, this project 

culminated in a four-day exhibition at the Audain Gallery May 20th-24th, consisting of 

three solos and one duet danced by ten dancers on rotational shifts throughout the 

opening hours of the gallery. 

Keywords:  Dance, Choreography, Exhibition, Art Gallery, Performance, 
Spectatorship  
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Chapter 1.  
 
Dance Work / Work Dance - Defense Statement 

Over the past eighteen months my artistic and academic practice has incorporated 

research into dance improvisation, cross-disciplinary collaboration and new approaches 

to choreography. Through explorations of performance scoring1, relationships between 

movement and lighting design and theories on social choreography 2, a common thread 

emerged regarding how a work of dance comes into being. I was intrigued by the 

influence of language and social conventions on this becoming (of a dance work) and I 

wanted to challenge and explore this further by looking at my approach to dance and 

choreography through the lens of visual art practices. By appropriating concepts and 

language of visual art practices to initiate my creative process, I encountered new 

conditions/ choreographic structures in which dance could happen.  From these inquiries 

my thesis project Dance Work / Work Dance began to form.  

Prior to my MFA studies at SFU my artistic interest in site-specific performance and 

unconventional dance spaces had led me towards the art gallery as a place to perform 

my work. The dance pieces I presented in these spaces had visual elements that 

corresponded with practices of sculpture and installation but remained within a theatrical 

mode of presentation, promoted as dance performances with ticket sales, seated 

audiences and stage lights. For example The Living, a forty five-minute dance piece for 

six dancers, soil and five large pieces of plastic, which I created and presented in both 

 
1 There are many definitions and approaches to performance scoring, the ones I have explored 

have mainly been concerned with different forms of instructions, written, verbal and visual, for 
movement creation, execution and performing. 

2 Articulated by artists and theorists such as Andrew Hewitt: Social Choreography, Michael Klien: 
Book of Recommendations and Propositions to Dance Differently, Boris Charmats: Musee de la 
Danse and organizations: The Reality Research Centre (Helsinki) and Institute of Social 
Choreography (Frankfurt).   
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galleries and theatres in the south west of England between 2012-2013. In these 

previous works like The Living, the use of material elements such as soil and plastic 

functioned as a link between the dance and practices more commonly presented in the 

gallery (such as sculpture, installation and live art). With that connection I could justify 

(for myself) the work’s place within the gallery and gather the confidence to present my 

dances there. Through specific encounters in the MFA program I gained more 

experience and knowledge about visual arts practices and Dance Work / Work Dance 

became an opportunity to expand my choreographic practice and explore other ways to 

work with dance and choreography in an art gallery context. Thus for my thesis project 

the frameworks of dance and its materiality, as manifested through the dancers, became 

the primary artistic and visual subject.  

In collaboration with nine professional dancers, and working in and with four different art 

galleries and the non-profit arts platform Haunt, I set out to experiment with modes of 

visual art as an entry-point for both the making and presentation of dance. As a working 

method we appropriated the language of visual arts practices, its styles and viewing 

structures,3 to undo dance, as we know it. For example through the practice of found 

material (Objet Trouvé) in dance -as found in our physical memory, using our personal 

dance and labour histories as content for new work. We also challenged and unpacked 

the notion of performing dance by exhibiting the work rather than framing it as a 

performance, which meant we had to explore new ways to dance for a continuously 

variable audience. Ultimately, this ‘undoing’ created starting points for discourse and 

discovery by inviting alternative perspectives on what dance could be, the act of 

performing itself and what the exhibition space could mean for both dancers and 

viewers. Inevitably these perceptions also called into question conventional notions of 

dancer/spectator relationship.  

Following one studio showing, two group exhibitions and one art gallery residency, the 

project culminated in a four-day exhibition at the Audain Gallery from May 20th-24th 2015. 

 
3 We worked with terminology and approaches specific to practices of drawing, sculpture, ready-

mades, exhibitions and visual art studio critiques.  
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The exhibition comprised four improvisational solo scores, danced by ten dancers on 

rotational shifts through out the opening hours of the gallery. 

A Coming Together of Minds 

My approach to dance and my current aesthetic preferences both have historical roots in 

the North American post-modern dance of the 1960’s. A key figure on the improvisation 

scene that emerged from that era is Nancy Stark Smith. As an improvisation practitioner 

and co-founder of Contact Quarterly, an international journal of dance and improvisation, 

her work and writings have been significant to this research. In a collection of her essays 

titled Life Scores, Smith defines dance as a coming together of minds, a single 

expression of all that we are, a state in which we can bring together and switch between 

our different minds or beings to “layer, reveal, research, synthesize and play them in one 

body at one time”.4 I continue to be inspired by these thoughts as it resonates with my 

interest in improvisation and somatic approaches to movement. Through working with 

these practices I found that they emphasize the complex and changeable state of ones 

own existence and how this can be brought to the foreground as an active component of 

the dance. In my final project this also manifested in the scores, which require the 

performers to shift and layer their presence between memories, impulses, imagination 

and feelings. In this process, something inherently human arises and the dance 

becomes an intimate sharing of (the dancer as) a person. This approach to dancing is in 

many ways supported by the viewing structures of the art gallery/ exhibition space. For 

example through the proximity between dancer and spectator as well as the lack of 

distinction between audience and performer spaces, which allows us, as Judy Hussie-

Taylor remarks, “to witness an individual, a human being, too often referred to in 

contemporary art as The Body…”5. In Dance Work / Work Dance this relationship is also 

amplified through the choice of the dancers clothing, which could be referred to as 

 
4 Stark-Smith, Nancy. “Life Scores”, in Taken by Surprise: A Dance Improvisation  
Reader. Edited by Ann Cooper Albright and David Gere, 245-254. (Middletown: Wesleyan 

University Press, 2003.) 253. 
5 Hussie-Taylor, Judy. “Dance out of place”. Dancing In The Museum. Paper presented at 

Symposium Panel, (UC Berkeley. April 21, 2014). 
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heightened street wear, implying that the dancer could have walked in from the street 

and therefore become indistinguishable from the viewer.   

However, the exhibition format also poses challenges, some of which the dancers and I 

consciously explored. Appropriating the visual art language as a tool to undo our 

preconceived and pre-practiced relationships with time and space, led to a blurring of 

relationships between that of a visual artist’s installation of work with the processes of 

the dancer in a dress rehearsal for a performance. Due to the extent of our time based 

work, the installment of Dance Work / Work Dance did not function like a dress rehearsal 

(which aims to be as close to the full experience of the public performance). Without a 

dress rehearsal the notion of performing process was heightened as we discovered the 

space while sharing the work with an audience. Other challenges arose through the 

experiences in the different galleries and group exhibitions. I did not anticipate, prior to 

commencing this project, the extent to which the exhibition format would affect the other 

dancers as well as my own experience of dancing and performing.6 As the gallery 

exhibition format implies a viewing of art, in this case dance, that is available at any 

given time (within the gallery’s opening hours) and by the viewer’s own preference, we 

experienced a wide span of different spectator-dancer relationships. Ranging from the 

empty gallery to twenty or more viewers watching intently to people present in the space 

more engaged in conversation than watching the dance. Our post-exhibition discussions 

therefore mostly revolved around the dichotomy of being seen or not while dancing 

and/or performing. Without the spectator agreement of ‘performance’ we had to develop 

new strategies for dancing/performing, so as not to be thrown off task and completely 

alter our way of dancing upon the entry of a viewer or their disengagement with the 

work. The dance had to exist both with and without a viewer, which raised questions 

such as why and for whom are we dancing?  

 
6 In this work I define dancing through Smiths definition of ‘a coming together of minds’ and 

performing as the conscious acts/decisions of how to dance in front of /or for someone (which 
could include oneself). 
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Creating Conditions for Dance to Happen  

In addition to challenging the mode of dancing/performing, the lack of control over what 

the viewer sees when they enter the space and how long they stay to watch also 

complicates a concert performance approach to dance composition. The concept of the 

loop (often employed by time-based work in the gallery) became more integral to the 

work than a dramatic arc that should be seen from beginning to end. In Dance Work / 

Work Dance the four improvisational solo scores function in loops ranging from ten to 

ninety minutes, each solo therefore consist of five to thirty loops in its entirety each day 

and twenty to one hundred and twenty loops during the whole exhibition (depending on 

duration). One could debate how many loops each score needs to feel like a complete 

piece and where the work begins and ends. As the work was made to be happened 

upon at any time and seen from any angle, I also chose to work with space as a more 

fluid place of relationships rather than a physically designated area that could be 

considered or employed as a traditional black box stage with one front, a back drop and 

side wings.      

With the approaches to dance and composition described above, the choreographic 

process in Dance Work / Work Dance became more about creating conditions for dance 

to happen rather than creating specific movements or moments.  

To create conditions for dance to happen means for me to take into account the systems 

that I do and don’t rely on for making dance7 and how the social and political structures 

of those ‘systems’ impact and shape the content of the work.8 Multiple and layered, just 

as the dancing itself, these conditions can range from the tasks in the improvisational 

scores to the social and spatial context of the exhibition, intersected by the dynamics of 

our collaboration within the group and with the different institutions (the four galleries and 

Simon Fraser University).  

This work can therefore also be seen as artistic investigations of how I perceive, respond 

and relate to the world at large. As Andrew Hewitt argues that the choreographic 
 
7 http://publicrecordings.org/ 
8 Hantelmann Von, Dorothea. E.X.T.E.N.S.I.O.N.S. http://www.xavierleroy.com/ 
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process is a “working out and working through of utopian nevertheless ‘real’, social 

relations”9, thus concurring with Michael Klien’s definition of choreography as the “act of 

framing relations between bodies: a way of seeing the world”10.  

A Community of Narrators and Translators 

Thus far I have written mainly from a dancer and a choreographer’s point of view and 

although the dances did not require a viewer to be performed, they were created to be 

seen. Upon entering this process I was equally curious about the viewers perspective of 

the dance as the making of the work itself. From the research done in the different 

galleries and exhibition spaces I noticed that there were a number of distinct viewing 

scenarios that reoccurred, two of which I will discuss here. The opening reception, which 

marks the beginning of the exhibition, is a social event where a large number of viewers 

gather in the art gallery, thus creating a situation similar to that of a more conventional 

theatrical performance. However, the gallery setting also offers a more intimate 

encounter, where a viewer can be alone or part of a smaller company visiting the 

exhibition following the opening reception night. In spite of these contrasts, both viewing 

scenarios revealed questions to the viewers of where to position oneself to the work and 

how to behave in relation to the dancer, since the space for dancing is not clearly 

separated from that of viewing. This setup confronts the viewer with his or her own 

preconceptions of how dance should be viewed, similar to how we as dancers were 

confronted with our preconceptions of who we were dancing and performing for. Fear of 

being disrespectful to the work by disengaging as well as being ‘on the stage’ or ‘in the 

performance space’ seemed to be common discomforts, both in a positive sense, for 

those who found it thrilling and in a negative sense, for those who wanted to watch from 

a distance and be more separated from the dancer. Other reoccurring comments also 

expressed curiosity and excitement over the invitation to look wherever and how long 

they wanted.  

 
9 Hewitt, Andrew. Social Choreography. (Duke University Press, 2005.) 17.  
10 Klien, Michael., Steve Valk., and Jeffrey Gormly. Book of Recommendations, Choreography as 

an Aesthetics of Change. (Limerick: Daghda Dance Company Ltd., 2008.) 8. 
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My interest in this work was not to create one way of seeing or, as Jacques Rancière 

writes, amplify an aesthetic effect through the blurring of space and confusion of roles.11 

By problematizing the relationship between dancer and spectator, my wish was to create 

more possibilities for how dance could rather than should be seen. As a dance maker I 

believe that there are as many ways to see a work of dance as there are viewers and 

that each one of them can and will make their own meaning out of what they see. Again, 

as Rancière argues “it is our normal situation…as spectators who all the time link what 

we see to what we have seen and said, done and dreamed.”12 To have the viewers 

‘compose’ their own experience could be seen as a work half done, but it could also be 

seen as a proposition, for an emancipated spectatorship that blurs the boundaries 

between those who act and those who look13, “to dance like no one is watching and 

everything is seen, to watch like no one is dancing and everything is dance”14.  

 
11 Rancière, Jacques. The Emancipated Spectator. (London: Verso, 2011.) 21. 
12 Ibid. 17. 
13 Ibid. 19. 
14 Fredriksson, Emmalena. Dance Work / Work Dance. Exhibition catalogue. (Vancouver, 2015) 
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Chapter 2.  
 
Dance Work / Work Dance - Project Documentation 

 
Image 2.1. Dancers Isabelle Kirouac, Layla Mrozowski and Alexa Mardon on the 

opening night of Dance Work / Work Dance exhibition in the Audain 
Gallery May 20th, 2015. Photo by Uwe Homm. 
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Image 2.2. Dancers Deanna Peters, Layla Mrozoswki and Isabelle Kirouac on the 

opening night of Dance Work / Work Dance in the Audain Gallery May 
20th, 2015. Photo by Angela Yan. 

 

 

 
Image 2.3. Measures of Time – a record of all the dances that took place in the 18,5 

hrs. of the exhibition. Photo by Ashley Whitehead. 
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Image 2.4. Dancer Isabelle Kirouac in Three Moves. Photo by Uwe Homm. 

 

 

 
Image 2.5. Dancer Daisy Thompson in Three Moves. Photo by Uwe Homm. 
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Image 2.6. Dancer Alexa Mardon in Three Moves. Photo by Angela Yan. 

 

 

 
Image 2.7 Dancer Erika Mitsuhashi in How To Dance The Ready-Made. Photo by 

Angela Yan. 
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Image 2.8. Dancer Emmalena Fredriksson (me) in How To Dance The Ready-Made. 

Photo by Angela Yan. 

 

 

 
Image 2.9. Dancer Erika Mitsuhashi in Dance Work / Work Dance the solo. Photo by 

Angela Yan. 
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Image 2.10. Dancer Sarah Fdili-Alaoui in Dance Work / Work Dance the solo as seen 

through a viewers phone. Photo by Uwe Homm. 

 

 

 
Image 2.11. Dancer Deanna Peters in A Long List of Skills as seen through the 

window from Hastings Street. Photo by Uwe Homm. 
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Appendix A.  
 
Choreographic Practices of Displacement: Vibrations of 
Dance in the Art Gallery/ Museum 

Interdisciplinary Seminar Paper, December 2014 

Introduction  

There are too many minds in my body trying to write this Note about dancing (or not). 

There’s the athlete invigorated after a full-out match: the poet high on a word choice: the 

scholar studying: the human looking to love and be loved: the artist admiring the power 

and the beauty of what’s just out of sight and struggling to make it visible: the fool 

happily letting it all fly out of hand. And there are others. I dance to attempt a single 

expression of these Minds – one that can flicker between them, that can layer, reveal 

embrace, isolate, research, synthesize, and play them in one body at one time.15  

As a dance artist I have come to understand my dance practice as an inquiry into states 

of being and a coming together of minds as Nancy Stark Smith writes. Curious of how to 

frame these states of being for performance I have utilized and explored practices of 

improvisation and somatic approaches to movement in order to choreograph conditions 

for dance to happen. Considering Michael Klein’s definition of choreography as the “act 

of framing relations between bodies: a way of seeing the world”16, these conditions can 

take on many shapes and are highly influenced by my perception of the world and dance 

within it.  

My artistic journey has taken me to more places than I could ever have imagined. In the 

past ten years I have lived in five different countries and I have travelled to work in an 

 
15 Stark-Smith, Nancy. “Life Scores”, in Taken by Surprise: A Dance Improvisation Reader. Edited 

by Ann Cooper Albright and David Gere, 245-254. (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 
2003.) 253. 

16 Klien, Michael., Steve Valk., and Jeffrey Gormly. Book of Recommendations, Choreography as 
an Aesthetics of Change. (Limerick: Daghda Dance Company Ltd., 2008.) 8. 
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additional six. Through countless encounters with different cultures, people, artistic 

practices and contexts my perception of the world and dance is constantly 

reconstructed. I enjoy this state of flux as it allows me to grow as an artist and discover 

other minds. Within my practice I actively seek opportunities that will expand and 

challenge my creative processes, to further articulate and develop how I make, what I 

make and why. As the artist collective Public Recordings asserts: 

How dance artists work is intimately related to what they create. Theory and practice, 

talking and making, doing and reflecting, and the systems we do and don’t rely on are 

understood as interwoven threads of creative development.17  

Pursuing an MFA degree has been one such opportunity. For a year and a half I have 

worked closely with artists of different disciplines, engaged in academic practices and, 

for the first time in my career, I have shared work and received feedback in a visual art 

studio. These encounters, collaborations and experiences have inspired me to do further 

research on how I can create the conditions for dance to happen in a visual art context 

such as the gallery/museum for my thesis project. I see this as a possibility to broaden 

my choreographic thinking and explore systems18 that, as of yet, has not been part of my 

practice. Both academically and in my artistic practice I have begun to consider the 

current discourse on dance in the art gallery/museum while looking at how other dance 

artist’s work in this context, which choreographic practices they use and what conditions 

for dance they create.    

 

 
17 http://publicrecordings.org/ 
18 I.e. exhibition practices and visual art vocabulary. 
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Current discourse on dance in the art galley / museum 

Dance in the art gallery/museum is not new; for the last fifty years it has been a place for 

experimental and ground breaking approaches to dance.19 Nonetheless it continues to 

evoke debate. Questions such as Why dance in the art gallery/museum?  And, Why is 

the visual art world interested in dance? have frequently been asked at several 

academic and artistic gatherings in the past five years.20 In response to the current surge 

of dance works made for, presented in and in particular curated by art 

galleries/museums, these gatherings have beyond the (ever-important) why question 

also addressed the practical, economic and artistic implications of dance in these 

spaces. These inquiries have opened up conversations on how dance in the art 

gallery/museum functions, its aesthetics and affects.  

At the Dancing in the Museum symposium, held at UC Berkley in 2012, dance scholar 

Mark Franco raised the questions: “Is there, has there ever been such a thing as 

museum dance? –Since dance in the museum is not a new phenomenon - How do 

dance and the museum “communicate”?” 21 Franco articulates communication through 

Derrida’s philosophy and writings on the “meaning of communication in the context of 

visual and performative instances of expression.” 22 Consequently he suggests that the 

communication of dance and the museum23 does not have to be of semantic meaning 

but can communicate and transmit as a movement, tremor or displacement of force. His 

talk continues in this theoretical light and through examples of work he proposes a 

 
19 Although crossovers between dance and visual arts can be traced back to the 1920’s, it was in 

the 1960’s that the gallery became more exposed to and used by dance artists as a site for 
performances and happenings. Valerie A. Briginshaw. Dance, Space and Subjectivity. (New 
York: Palgrave, 2001.)  

20 I.e. Movement Research: Critical Correspondence on Dance and the Museum. 2013-Ongoing, 
Gerard and Kelly: Dancing with the museum. April 2013, Counter Pulse: Dance Discourse 
Project #13 Dance in the Museum. Sep 15th 2012, Performa: Why dance in the art world? 
September 17th 2011  

21 Franco, Mark. “Museum Artifact Act.” Dancing In The Museum. (Paper presented at 
Symposium Panel, UC Berkeley. April 21, 2014.) 
http://www.academia.edu/6680600/Museum_Artifact_Act 

22 Ibid. 1. With reference to Derrida, Jacques: “Signature Event Context.” In Margins of 
Philosophy. 307 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982.) 

23 I interpret this as the communication between dance and the museum, the museum and dance 
and ‘museum-dance’ and society.   
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number of different starting points from which to talk about and look at dance in this 

context. Motivated by Franco’s talk, dance journalist and scholar Kate Mattingly 

develops these ideas further and writes in a reflective essay: “Rather than exploring 

performances that have been placed in museums. I’ve been thinking about experiences 

of movement in museums. I’m interested in how these encounters generate insights and 

interruptions.” 24 Mattingly explore these ideas through the lens of Carrie Noland’s 

theories on agency and embodiment and Jacques Ranciere’s notions of spectatorship. 

To argue that the viewer’s kinaesthetic experiences of work presented in the gallery/ 

museum can become resources for new cultural meanings, brought to the foreground by 

various changes, shifts and displacements that intersect with our social conditioning. 

Both Franco and Mattingly point out that there is something about museum dance and 

how it communicates that vibrates, interrupts or shocks. Within these vibrations lie the 

potential and conceivably the desire to challenge perception, provoke questions and to 

see both dance and the museum anew. Throughout dances short but substantial history 

in art galleries and museums, these perception challenges are often embedded with, or 

achieved by, some form of displacement.25 For example in the 1960s, when 

choreographers displaced dance from the theatre into public spaces, such as the street, 

libraries, galleries and museums, which opened up new ways of seeing dance, 

questioned norms and created new techniques and forms. Judy Hussie- Taylor 

reiterates this effect in her talk Dance Out of Place: 

 “Where the work is encountered informs how it is framed and ultimately processed. 

Curatorial and artistic attention to placement and or conscious displacement of a work of 

art, offers the opportunity to challenge perception. To see, literally see, the work 

differently….” 26  

 
24 Mattingly, Kate. “Dancing in the museum/ Volitional experiences of viewing: 
thoughts inspired by artists, museums, Carrie Noland, and Jacques Ranciere.” Art Performance 

Now (blog). August 13,2012. 
25 I use the word displacement in this paper as a synonym to shift, reposition and/or move from 

one place to another.  
26 Hussie-Taylor, Judy. “Dance out of place”. Dancing In The Museum. Paper presented at 

Symposium Panel, (UC Berkeley. April 21, 2014). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oayYO6SsKBc 
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However, these new perspectives and perception challenges were not only brought on 

by a different space and social context but these early dance works also explored 

notions of displacement in content (i.e. through the use of everyday movements 

reframed as dance) and in choreographic structure.  

Inspired by Franco’s question of what museum dance might be and how it interconnects 

with Mattingly’s reflection on audience experiences of dance in art galleries/museums, I 

will continue to explore displacement as a prevalent element in choreographic practices 

of dance works presented in this context. By comparing and contrasting three works 

presented in art galleries/museums between 1969-1972 and three works presented 

between 2009-2014, I will address what these displacements communicate and what 

they put into question. 

Choreographic practices of displacement in the early works 1969-1972 

The performers invaded the museum space reclaiming it for their own purposes… 

inspired by earlier sixties occupations of public art spaces… choreographers and other 

artists in sixties New York stretched audiences’ perception and blurred boundaries...27 

In November 1969 Twyla Tharp’s Dancing in the streets of London and Paris, continued 

in Stockholm, and sometimes Madrid premiered at the Wadsworth Athenaeum Museum 

in Hartford, Connecticut.  The one hour and ten minute long performance began with the 

fourteen dancers warming up in the museum entrance, making the audience pass over 

and around them to get into the building. Once inside the audience received a program, 

which guided them through all the museum spaces where the dances took place, such 

as hallways, galleries, elevators, closets and restrooms. The dances consisted of eight 

sections and included movement phrases, improvised scores, audience interactions and 

a lecture. Followed by a live-feed camera, the dances were also screened in a single 

viewing area where the audience could watch multiple performances simultaneously. 

Tharp describes the work on her website as “reflecting a fantasy of art going anywhere 

 
27 Valerie A. Briginshaw. Dance, Space and Subjectivity. (New York: Palgrave, 2001.) 48. 
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and being accessible to anyone: Part of the premise was ‘couldn’t life and art be 

simultaneous? ‘ So we read books, chewed gum, changed clothes and danced.” 28   

This desire for art and life to be simultaneous, available anywhere to anyone, is present 

in multiple layers of the work and particularly revealed through its displacements. For 

example in the repositioning of warming up from a traditionally non-visible and non-

presentational preparation behind the stage, into a visible space as an integral part of 

the performance, which stretched the boundaries of the performance experience for both 

performer and audience. This complicated the spaces of entrance, beginning and 

preparation, thus decreasing a perceived structural distance between the activities of life 

and art. Another spatiotemporal complication within this work is the display of multiple 

dances, performed simultaneously in a variety of spaces, private and public, formal and 

informal. This explored new possibilities for where and when dance could take place as 

well as from which perspective it was seen. Tharp’s choice to give the audience two 

experiences, one of a singular event through direct contact and interaction and the other 

by viewing multiple events though a TV screen, heightens the attention to space and 

their impact on the dance. I also imagine this juxtaposition of perspectives to have 

triggered thoughts for the audience on their own presence as viewers. As I have read 

and watched video documentation of this work, it excites me to think about how different 

this would function and feel today, with the abundance of live video feeds online and 

video surveillance in our every day lives.  

Trisha Brown explored another type of perspective shift in Walking on the Wall 

performed in March 1971 at the Whitney Museum in New York. The work is considered 

as a continuation of her previous experiment with gravity and part of her equipment 

pieces. The performance at the Whitney consisted of seven dancers attached to the 

ceiling by clearly visible ropes and harnesses, which allowed them to walk horizontally 

across the wall. For thirty minutes the performers, dressed in street clothes, walked 

forwards and sometimes backwards at a moderate pace and with their gaze straight they 

moved and held their bodies as if the wall was their floor.29 Walking on the Wall and 

 
28 Ibid. 
29 Brown, Trisha. “Repertory: Walking On The Wall.” (The Artist’s Website) 
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Brown’s continued interest in ordinary activities under extraordinary circumstances30, 

presents displacement as a method to radically shift the experience of ordinary 

movements for both performers and audiences. Both Tharp and Brown play with blurring 

the boundaries of art and life, but Brown’s use of displacement is more concerned with 

the how and where the ordinary takes place while Tharp considers the when and where. 

Aligned with concepts of defamiliarization, as explored by many artists in the 1960’s and 

theorized by Sally Banes through Russian Formalist Victor Shklovsky: “… 

defamiliarization (ostranenie) is a strategy writers have long used for reinvigorating 

perception. In daily life we become automatized, inured not only to the objects around us 

but even to our own actions”.31 The displacement and defamiliarization of the walk from 

the floor to the wall and the performance surface created a kinaesthetic experience for 

the viewer that was both felt and seen, making the sensation of the dance as important 

as viewing it. As Kate Mattingly writes: 

The performance did not present a narrative, but suggested kinetic sculpture… When 

dance scholar Deborah Jowitt saw the piece she remembered how “the effect was very 

peculiar, because you felt as if you were in a tower looking down at the tops of the heads 

of these people walking across a white plaza. That was the way it looked but it did not 

feel that way, because your own centre of gravity” was still oriented to the floor…The 

experience of viewing the work was an essential part of its creation and interpretation.32 

A further but different example from this era that used the gallery more as a workspace 

and as a framing device for process than performance is the now well-established form 

of Contact Improvisation. Arguably, one of the very first performance of Contact 

Improvisation as a recognized form in American Dance was presented as a five-day 

performance/ installation directed by Steve Paxton at the John Weber Gallery in New 

 
http://www.trishabrowncompany.org/index.php?page=view&nr=1189 
30 Mattingly. Dancing in the museum/ Volitional experiences of viewing. 
31 Banes,Sally. "Gulliver's Hamburger, Defamiliarization and the Ordinary in the 1960s Avant-

Garde" in Reinventing Dance in the 1960s. (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 
2003). 4. 

32 Mattingly. Dancing in the museum/ Volitional experiences of viewing.  
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York 1972.33 Structured more like a visual art event than a dance concert, 12-15 dancers 

performed for five hours a day as the audience was coming and going of their own 

accord. Perhaps because the event was experimental for its time it was not that well 

attended, nevertheless it was well documented. Steve Christiansen filmed throughout 

the five days and cut down the material into a 10 -minute video, later to be released in 

1979 under the title Chute.34 Although gallery performance/installations did not become 

a regular occurrence of Contact Improvisation performance and the form is more 

practiced in dance studios, community halls and outdoors today, the event and the 

documentation that followed with Chute have been important in the development of the 

form.  

Within the conception of Contact Improvisation was also a desire to displace the 

traditional notions of power as seen within other dance practices and society at the time. 

Keith Hennessey discusses this point in his historical essay35 on the dance form and 

refers to a common practice of teachers and choreographers dictating their dancers to 

move like “watered-down versions of themselves”. Paxton was interested in a different 

type of leadership that was based on collaboration and in a manner of suggestion and 

invitation. As Hennessey emphasises: “At the center of the experiment called Contact 

Improvisation is a (utopian?) proposal for democratic social relations reduced to its 

simplest form: an improvised encounter between two people.” 36 This is also present in 

the performer-spectator relationship in the structure of the 1972 experimentation at the 

John Weber Gallery, as Paxton offered an open-ended duration for the audience to view 

the dance.  

From this brief encounter with these three works of dance in the art gallery/museum 

during this era, I gather that displacement was primarily used as a means to push the 

boundaries of what dance could be and how it could be seen. Through the use of every-

 
33 Hennesey, Keith. “The Experiment Called Contact Improvisation. Historical Essay” In Dance. 

October, 2008. http://dancersgroup.org/indance/archive/october-2008/ 
34 Quarterly, Contact. “About Contact Improvisation.” Contact Quarterly Journal.  
http://www.contactquarterly.com/contact-improvisation/about/ 
35 Hennessey. The Experiment Called Contact Improvisation. 
36 Ibid. 
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day movements reframed as dance into all kinds of spaces, private and public, vertical 

and horizontal, political and social. The relationship between life and art was brought into 

question by the choreographer’s choices of where and when these dances took place, 

by whom and how they moved.  

Choreographic practices of displacement in recent works 2009-2014 

Dance mustn’t want something from the museum, it must instead allow the museum to 

undo dance as we know it. Let’s give the museum permission to develop all together 

new forms of choreography, producing all together different expressions. 37 

Xavier le Roy’s current exhibition Retrospective was first presented in 2012 at the 

Fundaciao Antoni Tapies in Barcelona and most recently at the MOMA in New York, 

2014.  The work consists of excerpts from Le Roy’s previous solo choreographies, 

performed by sixteen dancers on rotating work shifts throughout the duration of the 

exhibition. The performers engage in conversation with the audience and tell stories 

from their own lives in relation to Le Roy’s work. The intent of the work as described on 

Le Roy’s website is to “employ retrospective as a mode of production rather than aiming 

to show the development of an artists work over a period of time…the work unfolds in 

three time axes: the duration of the visit composed by each visitor, the daily basis of 

labour time of sixteen performers and the continuously evolving composition of the 

whole exhibition (as seen over several days/weeks).”38 

In this work Le Roy shifts the time frame in which his solos were originally made, from 

the theatre stage into the duration of an exhibition. Through the employment of a 

retrospective as a mode of production he turns the museum into a workspace and 

proposes a new way in which dances can continue to live beyond their performance 

dates. In displacing the retrospective into a context of activity, Le Roy facilitates history 

in the making rather than its traditional context of reflection. Consequently the 
 
37 Spangberg, Marten. “Dance and the Museum: Marten Spangberg Responds.”Movement 

(Research Blog Critical Correspondence. January 9, 2014.) 
http://www.movementresearch.org/criticalcorrespondence/blog/?p=8100 

38 Ibid.  
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boundaries of authorship and time are blurred, as Le Roy comments in an interview by 

the New York Times: “This is a retrospective of my work through their life. Or it is the 

story of their life through a retrospective of my work.”39 Similar to Steve Paxton, in the 

forming of Contact Improvisation, Le Roy also considers the hierarchy between 

choreographer and performer and to some extent dilutes the division between performer 

and maker. In the work this manifests through both a sense of empowerment but also 

vulnerability of the performers. In the New York Times, Retrospective dancers Ben 

Evans and Irene Hultman are quoted:  

“It’s not just being a part of Xavier’s archive; it’s being a part of my own, if someone asks 

me about his work, I will answer from the standpoint of Ben.”(Ben Evans) “I’m really 

excited and I’m really scared. You have to be naked in some way, not physically but you 

need to bare your soul (Irene Hultman) “40  

With an exhibition of people instead of objects, Retrospective puts the human relations 

of which art and dance (in particular) is made into the spotlight. As Judy Hussie-Taylor 

remarks: “When we are in proximity to a live dancer or performer which is often the case 

when we witness dance in the gallery context… we witness an individual, a human 

being, too often referred to in contemporary art as The Body…” 41 From the moment of 

entry into the gallery, each viewer will have a different experience and encounter with 

the work of Xavier Le Roy and the performers. By weaving together connections of their 

own lives and the performers’ experiences in relation to Le Roy’s work, they too take 

part in composing the Retrospective.    

In a similar way, Ame Henderson weaves the past with the present of historical 

performance events at the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) and audience participation in her 

work rehearsal/performance. Created and presented as a series of conducted 

rehearsals from August to October 2014 at the AGO, rehearsal/performance is 

described as simultaneously a rehearsal and a live event. Lasting from two to twelve 

 
39 Kourlas, Gia."Some Are Talking, Some Can't Stand Still." (New York Times, September 

28,2014.) 
40 Ibid. 
41 Hussie-Taylor. Dance out of Place.  
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hours the rehearsals engage with archival material of previous performances (dating 

back to 1965) at the AGO.42 Through images, text (spoken and written), conversation 

and movement, activities such as planning, preparing and practicing for a future 

performance stand in for the performance itself.  The Art Gallery of Ontario writes: 

Rehearsal is often understood as an exploratory and improvisational process, an 

embodied experience focused on preparing for a future event. Henderson’s work will 

eliminate the spatial and temporal shift between rehearsal and performance, as the 

gallery itself becomes the workspace. Due to the emphasis on rehearsal- an event 

designed for feedback and dialogue – the audience will be encouraged to engage in the 

rehearsal/performance process. 43  

Through the displacement of rehearsal into the time and space of performance, 

Henderson also troubles its value and spectatorship. She provokes questions about 

when and where the acts of rehearsal can take place and the worth of process as an 

event to witness/take part in for an audience. Embedded in these queries is a call for a 

new perspective on spectatorship. As in Le Roy’s exhibition the gallery becomes a 

workspace in rehearsal/performance that address a collective making of performance 

and its history. In an artist interview Henderson articulates her aim to create a 3-

dimensional rehearsal hall, where everyone present is a participant: 

 “I imagine that a rehearsal is a place where everyone is somehow working on what is 

happening. There is not really a spectator in a rehearsal because even if you’re invited 

to watch you’re doing something very helpful by providing that viewpoint from the 

outside.” 44  

If there are no spectators, traditional divisions between audience and performers are 

turned on its head, such as: passive - active, seated - moving, paying to receive - 

working for payment. In other words everyone is both spectator and performer.  

 
42 Henderson, Ame. “Artist in Residence page” (Art Gallery of Ontario. 2014.)  
http://www.ago.net/ame-henderson 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
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Jaques Ranciere’s lecture The Emancipated Spectator from 200445, is often quoted and 

referenced when scholars and artists talk about spectatorship of dance within the art 

gallery. I will be no exception, as reading the text from the lecture does not only align 

with my understanding of Henderson’s work but also puts the strategy of displacement 

into a critical light. In his lecture Ranciere develops a theory from his earlier book The 

Ignorant Schoolmaster,46 which proposes equality between student and master as a 

starting point rather than a destination in education. In the Emancipated Spectator he 

applies this theory to the relationship between performer and spectator:  

Spectatorship is not a passivity that must be turned into activity. It is our normal 

situation. We learn and teach, act and know, as spectators who link what they see with 

what they have seen and told, done and dreamed. There is no privileged medium, just 

as there is no privileged starting point. Everywhere there are starting points and turning 

points from which we learn new things, if we first dismiss the presupposition of distance, 

second the distribution of roles, and third the borders between territories.47 

Ranciere proposes a perspective that is beyond the binary of active- passive, seeing-

doing and performer-spectator and that attempts to activate the audience might just 

allude to a preconceived assumption of their passivity. This makes me consider that the 

use of explicit displacement could enforce binaries, rather than dilute them, and direct 

focus to preconceived ideas of what something is not rather than what it could be. For 

example, many of these works and new approaches have been spoken of as anti-dance 

or anti-performance both by the critics, i.e. a previous work of Henderson’s was called 

the “the ultimate anti-show”48 in the press and to some extent by the artists themselves, 

i.e. Le Roy being associated with the French “non-dance movement”.49. Catherine Wood 

 
45 Ranciere, Jacques. "The Emancipated Spectator." (Talk presented at the Fifth International 

Summer Academy of Arts, Frankfurt, August 20, 2004.) http://members.efn.org/~heroux/The-
Emancipated-Spectator-.pdf 

46 Ranciere, Jacques.The Ignorant Schoolmaster. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991.) 
47 Ranciere. The Emancipated Spectator. 
48 Crabb, Michael. “Ame Henderson’s what we are saying: a performance that could do without 

an audience.” (Toronto Star. May 23, 2013.) 
49 Wikipedia. “Non-Dance” Last modified on November 16, 2013. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-

dance 
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brings additional thoughts to this this topic in her writings on Boris Charmatz, who’s work 

I will look at next. Through the observations of performance theorist Shannon Jackson 

she writes: 

…It is necessary to qualify the art world’s ‘critical impulses to equate radicality and 

progressivism with “anti-state” or “anti-institutional” resistance’. ‘If our critical language 

only values agency when it is resisting state structure,’ she writes, ‘then we can find 

ourselves in an awkward position when we also want to call for the renewal of public 

institutions’ —in other words, those spaces that form the often underplayed basis of 

support connecting art with social and political life.50 

Boris Charmatz has explored institutional reinventions in many of his previous work, ie. 

Bocal- a nomadic school51, and his latest project Musée de la Dance follows this vein. 

Musée de la Dance thrives in the vibrations of dance in the art gallery/museum and 

expands the possibilities of what this could be in its widest, and perhaps wildest sense. 

As a new director for the National Choreographic Centre in Rennes in 2009, Charmatz 

renamed the centre to Musée de la Dance and wrote a manifesto for what this linguistic 

shift could offer, organizationally and artistically:  

I am not losing my temper, I simply wish to propose removing the word “Centre”, then 

the word “Choreographic”, then the word “National”! …I propose mixing all the tasks 

normally associated with a National Choreographic Centre and shaking them together 

inside a framework that would be both ancient and modern, humorous and antiquated, 

dusty and stimulating, a Museum with no equivalent in the world…We are at a time in 

history where a museum can modify BOTH preconceived ideas about museums AND 

one’s ideas about dance…We must first of all forget the image of a traditional museum, 

because our space is firstly a mental one. The strength of a museum of dance consists 

 
50 Wood, Catherine.”Boris Charmatz: An Architecture of Attention," (Afterall: Ajournalof Art, 

Context, snf Enquiry 37, 2014.) 120-132. http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/679383. 
51 Peeters, Jeroen. “Bocal-a nomadic school. Interview with Boris Charmatz on Education” 

Sarma. May, 2005. http://www.sarma.be/docs/3015 
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to a large extent in the fact that it does not yet exist. That it doesn’t yet have a suitable 

place…52 

Five years after its birth, Musée de la Dance is the container for many projects, not 

unlike a choreographic centre. It hosts and produces an abundance of work including 

exhibitions, dance workshops, symposia, performances and international tours.  The 

space of the dancing museum seems far from just imagined or mental. However one 

might wonder how this is different from a choreographic centre? Catherine Wood 

identifies that Charmatz question what the institution itself has to do with dancing and 

how an institution is choreographic, and further develops this to propose that: 

Geoffrey Hodgson observes that ‘language, money, law, marriage … table manners, 

firms … are all institutions’, and if we define institutions as systems of established and 

prevalent social rules that structure social interactions, Charmatz’s project becomes 

clearer: he demonstrates how the institution represents a given choreography in 

embodying rules that mediate social activity…The notion of the institution becomes an 

active verb: the ‘dancing museum’ is in a state of being instituted, as a social form, on a 

daily basis.53  

It is this daily realisation of the Musée de la Dance, which is at the very core of the 

project and why renaming the National Choreographic Centre is more than just a 

conceptual gesture. Through the displacement of institutional frameworks Charmatz and 

his collaborators create a fluid space in which to envision new forms of dance, new 

choreographic centres and new forms of museums.  

Drawing this paper to a close, these examples of work lead me to hypothesize that 

artists working within the visual art context today could, in comparison to and as a 

continuation of the earlier work in the 1960’s and 1970’s, be seen to push the 

boundaries of the encompassing systems in which dance exists. Through displacing 

notions of rehearsal, performance, exhibition, archive and history, these works provoke 

 
52 Charmatz,Boris. “Manifesto for a Dancing Museum.” 2009.(The Artist’s Website) 

http://www.borischarmatz.org/en/lire/manifesto-dancing-museum 
53 Wood. Boris Charmatz: An Architecture of Attention 
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questions concerning how language, spectatorship, a choreographic centre and the 

gallery/museum relate to dance.   

Conclusion  

These six works demonstrate that displacement as a choreographic tool can operate on 

various different layers within a work. It can involve but is not limited to, explorations of 

time, negotiations of power, use of language, shifts of space, placement of the body, 

type of movements, and spectatorship. These are familiar elements to any 

choreographer and things we regularly make decisions about when we create work. 

Susan Foster writes: “Each moment of watching a dance can be read as the product of 

choices, inherited, invented, or selected, about what kinds of bodies and subjects are 

being constructed and what kinds of arguments about these bodies and subjects are 

being put forth.“ 54 What excites me about these works, and their use of displacement, is 

how they argue for new kinds of bodies and subjects. Besides adding to the critical 

discourse of dance, they encourages me to look again at the “systems I do and don’t rely 

on” 55 for making and seeing dance. This double take doesn’t propose I have to change 

what I do or explore displacement in my practice but it calls for awareness of the choices 

I am already making. 

The possibility for proximity between performer and viewer within the art gallery/museum 

greatly appeals to me, both practically and artistically, and will be a core subject in 

further research. Recognizing that my dances often arise from felt sensation, with small 

and subtle shifts within the body, they would gain visibility in this context. This performer-

viewer relationship also addresses my desire for more intimate and personal encounters 

of dance. Paradoxically, the art gallery/museum that was traditionally considered as a 

space for abstractions and objects has become a place to see and meet people. 

 
54 Foster, Susan Leigh. Choreographing Empathy, Kinesthesia in Performance. (Abingdon: 

Routledge, 2011.) 4. 
55 Public recordings 
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Despite a fifty year old history, dance in the art gallery /museum still tremors, interrupts 

and shocks. Whether displacement is a result of, or cause of those tremors might be 

revealed in the future. As for now, just as Charmatz sees freedom in the invention of a 

dancing museum, a museum dance too may find its vibration or heartbeat in that which 

is not yet fixed and in a state of becoming. 
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Appendix B.  
 
Dance Work / Work Dance Performance Scores 

Excerpts from the exhibition catalogue: 
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Appendix C.  
 
Time-lapse video of Dance Work/ Work Dance 

Creator: Emmalena Fredriksson 

Description: Time-lapse of Dance Work/ Work Dance at the Audain Gallery May 

20th-23rd, 2015 

File name: dance work time-lapse.mp4 
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Appendix D.  
 
Audio recording of Dance Work / Work Dance the solo 

Creator: Alex Mah with the dancers: Sarah Fdili-Alaoui, Emmalena Fredriksson, 

Isabelle Kirouac, Alexa Mardon, Erika Misuhashi, Layla Mrozowski, Deanna 

Peters, Daisy Thompson, Lexi Vajda and Ashley Whitehead 

Description: Audio recording of Dance Work/ Work Dance the solo, as 

presented at the final exhibition in the Audain Gallery May 20th-23rd, 2015 

File name: dance work audio.mp3 


